LC;(k)is
In fact we can improve on Theorem 0.6(i) with the following result: THEOREM is the only nntheory (up to deductive equivalence) that implies 0.7, L' ,(N) In;.
w e conclude this section with some definitions and results which will be important for subsequent work.
The function (x, y) = 3(x + y) .(x + y + 1) + x will serve as a pairing function in P-+ IZO, Using it we see that, in P-+ IZo, every Zn formula is equivalent to a formula of the form 3x,Vx2.. .8, with n alternations of quantifiers and 8 E Co, x E y is the formula expressing "2" appears in the binary expansion of y".
LEMMA 0.8 (see [4] ). If q E Zn, then Vx < yq is equivalent in BZ,, to a Zn formula. DEFINITION (see [3] ). Let M I= P-, n E N, and a E M.
(i) KYM, a) is the substructure of M with domain {b E M I b is Zn definable in (M, a)).
(ii) I"(M,a) is the substructure of M with domain {b E M I there is c E KYM, a)
such that M k b I c).
(iii) KYM) and ln(M) denote Kn(M, 0) and ln(M,O) respectively.
THEOREM 0.9 (see [3] and [4] ). Let M be a nonstandard model of IZ,,, n > 0. Then for all a E M: 1.1. For n > 0, IZ; I --PROOF. The proposition is clearly true for n = 1. So assume n > 1, IZ; and 3xe(x, a) with 8 E Zn-,. We may assume 8 is 3zq(x, y, z), where cp E n,,-, . By induction on w we can show that
Now let b be such that 8(b, a) and let to satisfy (+) when w = (b, a). Then {x < to I 3z < tO((x, a,z) E to)) is a nonempty Zo-definable set and so has a least element bo.
It is easy to check that Assume not, say IZ; and Vx < a3yO(x, y) hold but Vt3x < aVy < t -8(x, y). Then 3sVt3x < sVy < t i e @ , y) and hence, by LIZ;, there is a least such s, so say. (Vt3x < sVy < t -~ 1 this is clear and for 8(x, y) is equivalent to a 17, formula; for n = n > 1 it follows from Proposition 1.1, Theorem 0.1 and Lemma 0.8.) But then 3tvx < so -13y < y) and 3ye(s0 -I , y), since clearly so I a, which gives the contradictory 3tVx < so3y < te(x, y). By Propositions 1.1 and 1.1 1, it follows that IC; is strictly stronger than I n ; for n > 1. This is also true for n = 1, by the next result and the fact that IC; F exp. Now assume that IZ, is not a Zn+, conservative extension of IZ; (n > O), say M t IZ; + Vx3ycp(x, y), where cp E l7, and IZ, I-3 x V y i cp(x, y). We may assume M is a,-saturated. The idea is to define a sequence of l7, formulas Ai(xl,. . . ,xji) satisfying the following conditions:
(ii) FAi+ ,(xl, . . . ,xji+ ,) -+ li(xl,. . . ,xji). (ii) Since the axioms of 12; are of the form C,,, v n,,,, a surprising consequence of this result is that the consequences of IC, which are Boolean combinations of C,+ ,sentences form an axiomatization of the C, +, consequences of IZ,. Of course, since IZ, is itself n, + ,, any consequence of IZ, follows from the h,+ ,consequences of IC, .
(iii)The first author has generalized Theorem 2.1 by considering the theories 13; and IE; (Enis the class of bounded 3, formulas-see [8] ) to obtain the following results: a) 13, is a 3, + ,conservative extension of 13;. b) IE, is a 3VEn conservative extension of IE; .
Since 13, F Ido + exp (result of the same author) and Ido + exp is V3 axiomatizable, it follows that 13; I -Ido + exp. But Ido + exp proves the MRDP theorem (see [I] ) and hence that C, = 3,, from which we may conclude that 13; o IC;.
More on the first author's results can be found in his thesis at Manchester University.
For In; we do not have a result as elegant as Theorem 2.1. However, it is possible to obtain a "parameter free" axiomatization of the C,+ ,consequences of IC,, as we now show. THEOREM and this is 2.2. For n > 0,IZ, is a Cn+, conservative extension of LC;'"), best possible.
PROOF. Clearly IC, t LC;'").
First we show that IC, is not a n,+,conservative extension of LC;'"). For n > 1, by repeating the proof of Proposition 1.1 1 we can show that LZ;(")F BC,-, . The result follows, since BZ,-, is 17,. ,in I n ; (oLZ;"), by Propositions 1.3 and 1.4). Since M is o,-saturated, there exist a,, a,, . . . E M such that for i = 1, 2,. . . Let K be the substructure of M with domain {a,, a,, . . .). From the construction, K <, M and so K b Vx3y-1 $(x, y). Furthermore, for any nonempty Z, set in K (and hence in M) the construction ensures that the least element of this set in M is also in K, which gives K k IZ, and the required contradiction.
Notice that since LZ;'") is Zn+ ,, this result gives us a natural axiomatization of the Z, + consequences of IZ, just as 12; did for Zn + ,. (ii) This follows from Theorem 2.1 and the fact that BZ,+, is a 17,+, conservative extension of IZ, (see [5] ). Furthermore, both of these results are optimal. PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1, but instead of arranging that K C IZ, and K <, M we arrange that K C BZ, and K <, + ,M. Again K will have domain {a,, a,, . . .), where M C Ai(Zi) for a suitable sequence of I7,formulas Ai. To arrange that K <,+,M, we just ensure that for each L ' , formula cp(2,j) there is some i such that either To arrange that K C BZ,, suppose Ai(2) is n,, M C 3jEili(2) and we are currently considering the formula Vu < xj3ye(u, y, 2) with 6' E nn-, ( (ii) for any formula 8(3,2)E A,, ii < gi and i < j, < j2 < ... < jn-, I v, i < k,
Notice then that if I c, M is a limit of this sequence, then for 8(j,2) E A. and
where p is minimal such that ii < g,. We denote this last expression by Vxl 3x2 " ' Qx,-lo(;, I)*. Now let 3xOxj(x0, j), where xj(xo,j)E IIn-,,enumerate all Cnformulas with free variables y,, .. .,y,. Our aim is to find I as in (iii) also satisfying LC;(k).
Let tj be minimal such that Then, since there are in M coded sets of arbitrarily small nonstandard size containing {tjI j E N), by standard properties of largeness we can find 0 I s < r < v -n such that {g,I s I i I r} is ok f-large for some f > N and [g,, g,] n {tj1 j E N} = (a.
Now for each y I tj let J(y) be the least k-tuple (x,, y,, . . .,y,) such that Again there is a coded set S of size at most g,fi such that S 2 {J(y) I tj < g, and
Hence, since {g,1 s I i I r} is certainly ( o k -' a g, a f )-large, we can find s I st < r' I r such that {giI st 5 i I r') is o k -l a -l a r g e and S n [g,.,g,.] = (21. Now suppose I is a limit point of {g,I st I i I r'). If I + 3x03jxj(xo,j),then, for some x,, j E I, M + xj(xo,j)*.Hence tj E I ; SO tj < g,. Let a{ 5 tj be the least z such that Since S n [g,,, g,.] = (21, a; is the least z such that and hence also the least z such that Thus we have also I k IC,-, + LC,") for any such I. If we now repeat the above argument using {gi( s tI i I r') in place of {gi( i _< v) and {xj (xO, a{, y,,. ..,y,) Ij E Nand tj < g,) in place of {xj (x0, y,, y,, . ..,y,) Ij E N), we obtain an ok-2h-large set {giI s" 5 i I r"} (h > N) such that, for any limit I of this set, I + IC, -,+ LC;(2).
Clearly this process can be repeated k times to give an oO .p-large set {giI dk)I i _< r(,)}, for some p > N, such that, for any limit point I of this set, I + ICn-, + LC,'~). Since p > N, such a limit point exists, proving the lemma and Theorem 2.6. r(x, y, z, t) E Co such that for any x, y < d and q(xl,x2)E CO, Now for each j < v let Dj be the set of ci < d such that 3x < e[3y < crr(x, y, j, ddd)A i 3t < x3y < crr(t, y, j, ddd) A 3t < xT(t, ci, j, ddd)]. Using exp, Dj can be coded in M and M I= lDjl I e. Hence M k IBI < ev, where B = uj,, Dj. Now if for some k E N it was true that for all a < z E B u {a) either zk > d or (z,zk] n B f a,then d < m a~( B )5 ake"", which contradicts d being much larger than v, e and a. Hence there must be consecutive elements z,, z2 of B u {a) such that a < z, < z: < z, for all k E N. Hence there is a cut I lying between z, and z,, and it is easy to check that giving the required contradiction.
REMARK. Theorem 2.9 can be generalized to give THEOREM 2.10. Let k 2 1,8E C2, and cp E 11,.
Here the F,(x) are dejned by Fo(x) = x + 1 and F, + ,(x) = F",x)). To show that BC; is not n,+,we mimic the proof of Proposition 3.1 together with Corollary 1.9. If BC; was C,+, then it would be axiomatized by T = {3xOi(x)I i E N), where each Oi is IZn and T is recursive. But then by the method of proof of Proposition 1.13 we can find a model K k T + i B C ; , contradiction.
REMARKS. Notice that IC; and I n ; are 17,. Clearly Proposition 3.1 holds for LC;(*), n > 0, also. By constructions similar to that in the proof of 1.13 Kaye has shown that for n > 0, neither IC; nor BC; is Cn+, u n,+,.See his thesis at Manchester University for more details. 
PROOF. (3)
Assume T is consistent, n, and that T k In;, but T F o, i.e. T + 7o is consistent, for some a E nn(N). Then T + 7o + BCn is consistent. Indeed, if, for some z E T, BC, k z A 7o + 0 = 1, then, by Corollary 2.3. IC;, k z A 7 a + 0 = 1, i.e. 1C;-, + T + 7a is inconsistent, a contradiction, since T F I n ; k 1C;-, . 3!x3y~(y, x) with x E nn-,. Then, using BC,, the formula is Z;, in both M and In(M) and defines, in both, some c 2 b 2 a as required.
The required contradiction now follows by Proposition 1.5.
